In recent years, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been frequently used for many search and optimization problems. In this paper, we use genetic algorithms for solving the NP-complete maximum independent set problem (MISP). We have developed a new heuristic independent crossover (HIX) especially for MISP, introducing a new hybrid genetic algorithm (MIS-HGA). We use a repair operator to ensure that our offsprings are valid after mutation. We compare our algorithm, MIS-GA, with an efficient existing algorithm called GENEsYs. Also, a variety of benchmarks are used to test our algorithm. As the experimental results show: 1) our algorithm outperforms GENEsYs, and, 2) applying HIX to genetic algorithms with an appropriate mutation rate, gives far better performance than the classical crossover operators.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithms (GAs), (Goldberg, 1989) , are search algorithms based on the mechanism of natural selection and natural genetics. Recently, GAs have frequently been used for solving many search and optimization problems (see e. g. Hifi (1997) , Mehrabi and Mehrabi (2009a) or Mehrabi and Mehrabi (2009b) ). The basic concept of GA is designed to simulate the processes in natural system necessary for evolution, specifically for those that follow the principle of survival of the fittest, first laid down by Charles Darwin. The basic steps of a GA, Bodenhofer (2003) , are shown in Figure 1 .
A Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (HGA) combines some heuristic optimization techniques with a classical GA. The most common form of HGA uses this optimization phase to improve the strings produced by genetic recombination. The resulting improvements are then coded onto the strings processed by the GA, Whitley (1995) . Here, we use these heuristics to 1) make feasible the single offspring generated by crossover operator, and, 2) ensure that the child solution produced after mutation is valid regarding to MISP constraints.
The Maximum Independent Set Problem
The maximum independent set problem can be stated as follows: Definition 1. The maximum independent set problem consists of finding the largest subset of vertices of a graph such that none of these vertices are connected by an edge. (i.e., all vertices are independent of each other).
Also, a set V of vertices is said to be feasible if for each i,j ∈ V : (i , j) ∉ E, where E is the edge set of graph. The way in which the problem is encoded to use genetic algorithm, is given in the next section.
Genetic Algorithms Outline
In solving the maximum independent set problem, we also have a solution for another graph problem: The minimum vertex cover problem (exact definition of this problem can be found in West (2001) , for example). The close relationship between these problems is shown by the following Lemma (see e.g. Papadimitriou and Steiglitz (1982) ):
Lemma 2. For any graph G = (V , E) and V' ⊆ V, the following statements are equivalent:
• V' is the maximum independent set in G.
• V -V' is the minimum vertex cover of G.
Consequently, one can obtain a solution of the minimum vertex cover problem by taking the complement of the solution to the maximum independent set problem, (Hifi, 1997) .
OUR HYBRID GENETIC ALGORITHM
In this section, we will present our algorithm. We just modified the basic GA described in previous section in such a way that some heuristics is considered. Our modified GA for MISP is as follows:
Representation and Fitness Function
The first step in designing a genetic algorithm for a particular problem is to develop a suitable representation scheme, that's, a way to represent individuals in the GA population. The standard GA 0-1 binary representation (see e.g. Chu and Beasley (2004) or Lio, Sakamato and Shimamoto (1997) ), is an obvious choice for MISP. Hence, we use an n-bit binary string (called chromosome), where n is the number of vertices in the underlying graph for MISP. In this representation, a value 0 or 1 at the j th bit (called gene in GA literature) implies that j th vertex of graph is excluded or included in this solution, respectively. For unweighted MISP, there is a simple fitness function that is used. As usual, (see e.g. Chu and Beasley (2004) or Khuri and Bäck (1994) ), we define the fitness value of an individual, say S, in GA population as the number of vertices in the solution, that's:
Parent Selection
Parent selection is the task of giving reproductive opportunities to some or all individuals in the population. Typically, in a GA we need to generate two parents (according to some policies) who have one or more children. There are many parent selection methods in the GA literature, such as roulette wheel (Goldberg, 1989) , tournament selection method (Chu and Beasley, 2004) , steady state selection and so on. Here, we used a steady state like selection method, since in successive generations only 50 % of the current population changes.
Heuristic Independent Crossover and Mutation Operators
Our heuristic crossover operator (HIX), which plays an important role in our algorithm, can be divided in two phases, as follows: suppose that two parents P 1 and P 2 are selected for crossover. At first phase, we group up all vertices in either P 1 or P 2 into a temporary set, say M, and sort them in increasing order by their degrees in underlying graph. At second phase, we generate our offspring by a simple greedy approach as follows: successively selecting lowest degree vertices first from M and setting corresponding position to 1 in offspring until the selected vertex can not add to the child solution. In fact, selecting lower degree vertices first gives more chance to other vertices to be included into the solution, so improving the offspring reproductivity in future generations. As we will see, this simple greedy algorithm speeds up the convergence rate of solutions to optimum solution. Figure 2 outlines the Algorithm HIX.
Repair Operator
Clearly, the child solution produced by the mutation operator may not be feasible, because the selected vertices after mutation may not constitute an independent set in graph. In order to guarantee feasibility, a heuristic, called repair operator, based on a simple greedy algorithm is applied. Since its greedy approach activity is mostly like one that used in crossover operator, along some subtle differences, we don't mention it in a separate code fragment. Instead, we give comments for differences. In repair operator algorithm, in a WHILE-DO loop, we successively remove vertices, with the largest degrees (in contrast to crossover operator) being considered first, from the child solution until a feasible solution is achieved. This simple greedy approach guarantees to always produce a feasible solution for MISP.
Algorithmic Outline
The outline of the GA heuristic which we have developed for MISP is shown in Figure 3 . Note that, as shown in code fragment, in each iteration of WHILE-DO we select the best (most near to optimum) solution from the current population and keep it and waiting for next generation individuals, In order to update this value. At end, we return the best solution from the last generation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For experiment, we have used population size µ ≤ 20, because HIX converges faster to optimum solution, so no far more population size is needed. As we said earlier, our parent selection method is like steady state one and we evaluated each individual by formula (1). On each instance graph, we have run our algorithm 100 times.
First, we have tested MIS-HGA with two problem challenging instances presented in Khuri and Bäck (1994) , called "misp101" and "misp202", and compared our results with an efficient algorithm ones represented there, called GENEsYS. We got surprising results compared to Khuri and Bäck (1994) . Due to our heuristic crossover (HIX): for "misp101" and "misp202", our range of solution quality has been reduced to from 44 to 50 and from 90 to 98 respectively, while this range varies from 40 to 50 and from 90 to 98 for corresponding instances in Khuri and Bäck (1994) , respectively. More importantly, in the latter case, we got one appearance of value 98 which is one step nearer to optimum solution. Our results are compared with Khuri and Bäck (1994) in Table 1 and Table 2 . N indicates the values obtained.
Then we have tested a variety of benchmarks with various numbers of vertices and edge density. These instances are online available from Sloane (2009). Results are summarized in Tables 3, 4 and 5. We can see, in most cases that we got the optimum solution, except very a few instances (which are challenging ones), in which we got very near to optimum solutions consistently. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have presented a hybrid genetic algorithm for solving maximum independent set problem. Most of the components of our GA are comparable to those used in a standard GA. We have demonstrated how a simple heuristic approach applying to GAs can obtain far better results than classical GAs. On a wide range of graph instances, we have shown that the MIS-HGA is capable of obtaining most high-quality solutions for problems of various characteristics.
Our algorithm was directly compared with an efficient existing evolutionary heuristic, called GENEsYs, which is based on genetic algorithms. Computational results show that the MIS-HGA gave far superior quality solutions than this algorithm.
